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The TURN AND BANK is the monthly publication of RAAC
Chapter 85 and is intended to keep members informed as to the
club’s activities, and to promote safety and technical excellence
in the field of sport aviation. No responsibility or liability is
assumed, expressed or implied as to the content of articles contained in the Turn and Bank: the intention is to provide a forum
for discussion and exchange of ideas.
Newsletter contributions should be mailed to George Gregory,
19470-88th Avenue, Surrey, B.C. V4N 3G5 no later than the
12th of each month. Business Fax is (604)-469-3495. Please
remember to indicate "attention George Gregory" on your fax.
George’s email address is:
gregdesign@telus.net
Enquiries to the Membership Chairman should be mailed to Rob
Prior, 3032 Carina Place, Burnaby, B.C. V3J 1B5

For inspections of Amateur Built Aircraft Projects contact the
MDRA Inspection Services , ph. 1-877-419-2111
fax 1-519-457-0980 email: mdrainsp@on.aibn.com
Regular Meetings are held on the first Tues. of each month at
20:00 (8pm) in the clubhouse:
Delta Airpark, 4103-104th Street Delta, B.C. Clubhouse
phone: 596-3644
Mailing Address: Chapter 85, RAAC
c/o Delta Heritage Airpark, 4103-104th St., RR#3, Delta,
B.C. V4K-3N3
Executive meetings are on the third Tues. of each
month at 19:30 (7:30 pm) in the clubhouse.
Chapter aircraft pilots, mail cheques
(Payable to RAAC Chapter 85) to:
Tedd McHenry
RAAC National Homepage: http://www.raa.ca
RAA Chapter 85 Homepage: http://www.b4.ca/raa_85
Delta Heritage Air Park Homepage: http://home.istar.ca/~bb4
Source for CARS and Chapter 549 Airworthiness Manual:
http://www.aerotraining.com
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Technical
Guy
Drilling Holes
Bill Weir
reprinted from the Recreational Flyer
Coffee break or tea time as the case may
be, the process pauses at eleven and four
during airplane building days. Usually, it is a
moment shared by phone with the question,
“What are you doing?” In the beginning I set
out to describe the process of the moment,
creating blanks, flanging ribs, adding lightening holes, and so many other processes in the
steps toward a finished aircraft. Trying to give
meaning to these seemed to consume most of
the time until time for the next break and in
reality started to become a verbal version of
how to build an airplane.
This is not what a phone break is for and
more than was wanted. Finally, “Drilling
holes” became the standard reply to report
shop activity. This seems to sum up so much
of what is involved in building an all-metal
aircraft that it is an apt title for this column for
Recreational flyer.
It is my intention to describe [with pictures]
some ways one might go about scratch building an all metal aircraft. The aircraft that is the
basis of these promised articles is a single
place Zenith model. Of the Zenith designs,
this has never been popular and really, I know
of only two completed. One of these was the
prototype and the other no longer exists.
Throughout, it must be remembered that
I am not a craftsperson. Actually, I am the
archetype klutz. What would be easily accomplished by someone who might reasonably
be expected to be building a plane borders
on the impossible for me. Even drilling ‘oles
straight with a hand drill is impossible. The
result is that time that might be reasonably
spent on actual construction is spent on jigs
and tooling. I hope, then, that this tale of miss
starts and dead ends is interesting and constructive, if for no other reason than to show a
path not to take.
For this first venture, here are some references that I have enjoyed, appreciated and
used. Carol Smith expertise is formula racecars but as he writes he is quick to point out
that at the level at which he operates aircraft
techniques and hardware are de rigueur.
His “Engineer to Win” [pub MBI Publishing
Company; ISBN 0-87938-186-8] has about
as good an introduction to metallurgy as can
be found. He covers iron steel and for we
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airplane people; aluminum. He goes on to
design with a lot of good tips. For instance he
has as good an explanation for using a tube
instead of a solid shaft to carry a torsional
load as I have read. His “Nuts, Bolts, Fasteners, and Plumbing” [pub MBI Publishing
company; ISBN 0-87938-406-9] has lots of
basic design like the first book but then goes
into just what the title suggests. It’s all good
airplane stuff with information about AN and
Grade 8 bolts and where one might use either
and most importantly “Why”. Rivets and riveting is covered with detail about using modern
set-from-one-side rivets such as Cherry-Max.
Plumbing fittings and hoses are covered.
This book is as good as good a “How to do
it” as one can find. You can tell, I like Smith’s
view of doing airplane things even though he
works in a parallel discipline.
“Aircraft Sheet Metal” by Nick Bonacci is
an old standard. My present copy is 8 and
a half by eleven but I used to have the same
thing in a smaller format. There is a lot of
old information but also a lot of theory that
probably doesn’t apply to most of us in our
own shops. For instance, Bonacci gives the
setbacks for bending every thickness of sheet
aluminum. One of the things about this book
is that its illustrations seem to be copied into
every book dealing with sheet metal aircraft
that have ever been published. I think it is a
book we are supposed to have even if we use
other sources for the information we need.
Its price has all but removed wood from the
list of materials for aircraft building. However,
for those diehards who persist, “Wood Handbook – Wood as an engineering Material”
published by the Forest Products Laboratory
of the USDA lists the physical and mechanical properties of various species of lumber
and the many ways this information in the
creation of wooden structures, including airplanes. Information about fasteners and glues
is also included. Lee Valley Tools Ltd. is carrying this book which makes it easy to acquire.
Lee Valley Tools Ltd. started as a mail order
company a few years ago now has retail stores

in the main cities across Canada. Their phone
number is 1-800-668-8767 and why I am
listing this is because they publish a terrific
catalogue. Start with the wanted process and
search for the tool or know what tools exist
and realize what process can be undertaken. It
works both ways. Lee Valley is of wood working tools, which are ideal for many processes
involving aluminum. For instance, a carbide
tipped circular saw works very well for aluminum extrusions. Another catalogue, although
this one features home shop machine tools,
is the one from Busy Bee Tools. Their phone
is 1-800-461-2879 and they, too, have stores
across Canada. Busy Bee is a source of that
little horizontal – and vertical - band saw that
so many of the shops I’m allowed into, have.
I use mine, too.
There are a couple other references that
should not be overlooked. One is AC41-13
from the FAA [the US equivalent of Transport
Canada]. This is the standard “How to repair
an airplane” book. It follows, that this is the
how to build it in the first place. It can be
sourced from Leavens Aviation Inc. [1-800263-6142] and is so widely held by RAA
members that one can discuss process over
the phone with a fellow member and both be
looking at the same page.
RAA’s own, “The RAA Amateur Built Aircraft Manual” is a book that needs to be at
hand right at the beginning of the airplane
building process. Not that it is about drilling
holes, but it does let the builder know how he
is to interface with inspections during building and finally with Transport Canada.
This is a start. I intend, next issue, to share
some ideas about actually drilling holes.

Bill Weir is Treasurer to the RAA and has
been a member since its beginnings.

Aircraft Portraits

Rob Prior

www.b4.ca/airframe
rv7@b4.ca

3032 Carina Place, Burnaby, BC, V3J 1B5
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Bulletin Board

Last I heard, Norm Helmer is looking for someone to help or take over his
Paradyne project. The Paradyne is a cutting edge new concept in STOL aircraft
that shows promise. He’s now residing
at the George Kerby Centre in Burnaby.
His phone number is (604) 527-8970.
Dan Lawler would like you to send
your email addresses to him at:
dan.lawler@kvaerner.com
He will create a database so he can
send announcements about meeting
programs, etc. Currently he has a list of
about 20 e-mail addresses, and would
like to expand it and keep it up to date.
Want to learn more about aircraft
construction? Want to contribute to the
community good? Get involved in the J5 project! Also, we are looking for help
from someone knowlegable in fabric
work. Talk to a member of the executive
and they’ll put you in contact with the
right people.
Don’t forget that George is looking
for pictures you may have of aircraft for
his Stock picture collection. These will
be used in future issues of the Turn and
Bank as needed as well as use in the

Minutes
Jim Hunter

Minutes of the General Meeting, 7 January, 2004
Call to order: 8:00 pm by President Tim
Baker who introduced visitors and new
members.
Committee Reports:
Treasury: Don Souter: Verbal report by
Don. Our rent payable the DHAPCOM
is now at $12,153 per year.
Membership: Rob Prior: We had 134
members as per year end of which 29
are complimentary. Thirty or so folk
have renewed for 2003 so far.
Buildings, etc: Dan Weinkam; Tie-down
rents are now payable. Lots of space to
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Recreational Flyer when a nice picture
is needed for articles and fillers.
On October 27th there will be a
practice for those wishing to participate
in the Remembrance Day Fly-Past, with
a second one on November 3, both at
10AM. Only those who have practiced
will be allowed to participate. For
details contact George Spence at (604)
298-2541.
November 15 is the Black Tie and
Blue Jeans Auction, also (I gather) a

BCAC function, at the Vancouver international Building, Richmond, BC.
If you know of any upcoming events,
give George a call! This column is looking a bit thin these days.
Probably everyone has heard by
now of Grant Neal’s passing. We extend
our condolences to his family. Grant
was a chapter member for some time
and served us all in a variety of positions. Happy Landings, Grant. You’ll be
missed.

Lindair Services Ltd.
Announces A New Product Line
To Save You Time And Money!

Superflight

Covering & Finishing System.
Superflight 102 & Dacron Fabrics
Call us for your recovering needs
604-273-4511
1-800-663-5829
Support@lindairservices.com

let in the flight line.
Library: John MacCready: Getting the
hang of the job is John. Huge mass of as
yet unclassified stuff from Don Souter.
Vice President: Gerrard Van Dijk: Gerrard starting work on the Annual Bash.
Probably be in early April.
Newsletter: George Gregory: As usual,
OK and, as usual, wants material.
Program: Dan Lawler: This night, a
video on getting over being afraid of
your ultra-light. Next month, a visitor
from NAVCAN.
RAAC: Rob Prior: The technical advisor program starting up but still in its
infancy. The idea is that there be advisors mainly to help with the sometimes
confusing paperwork. Rob soliciting
ours and other Lower Mainland chapters for names of individuals who would
be willing to undertake this program and
attend the training seminars.
Aircraft: Tedd McHenry; lots of hours on
Turbi in November and December. We
have a new insurance firm; one that did
4

not give us the huge hassle in requiring
the name and pedigree of every pilot
and charging more for each one added.
On the J-5 rebuild: the crews will be
working on Wednesdays. Come and
join up.
DHAPCOM: Terry Wilshire: 1) Meeting Thursday 30 January. Anyone may
attend. 2) Wright Flyer contest is set
for 18 May. Meeting of the Committee
- second Tuesday. Committee is tying
in with the Canadian Museum of Flight
(Langley) on the project.
Old Business: None.
New Business:
Fly-in Committee meets Sunday, 12
January.
Bob Cutting has flown his RV-9. Good
going, Robert!
Prior 2/Vlake: that we adjourn which
thing we did.
Jim Hunter, Secretary.
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All In The Family

Text and Photo by Mark Munzel

I have many excuses for not building an airplane. My
latest is this: my ancestors made aviation history and I
don't want to overshadow them. And it's true,
if a bit overstated.
I was surprised to learn recently that
my last name is already recorded in a
historical footnote.
My father's hobby in retirement has
been tracing our family history. He
quickly discovered that for generations,
the professions of Munzel men have
alternated between religion and engineering. My great-grandfather was a
priest, my grandfather was an engineer,
my father was a banker (still a religion,
I'd argue, just a different god!), and I'm
an engineer. But unearthing more information than that has proven difficult.
For instance, he knew my grandfather
worked in the aircraft industry in Germany, but couldn't find details. (Before
you ask, my grandparents divorced soon
after my father was born and he became
estranged from his paternal family.)
While doing research on the Internet,
my father discovered our last name on a
web page that also showed a biplane on
floats. We couldn't tell what was said
because the text was in Spanish. I identified the plane as a Soviet Polikarpov
Turn and Bank

R-1 from the 1920s. I dismissed the rest
of the site's content because the historical record was quite adamant that N.N.
Polikarpov was the plane's designer.
The subject languished for a couple
of years. Then my father found another
website, this time in English. It said,
surprisingly, that a German engineer
named Munzel had been involved in
the design of an R-1 variant.
This sounded unlikely, but it dovetailed with family history: my father's
older brother was born in Moscow in
1926, so we knew my grandfather was
there. I looked up Polikarpov in the
definitive reference on Soviet aviation,
Bill Gunston's "Aircraft of the Soviet
Union." I found a photo of the same
floatplane, along with corroborating
evidence of my grandfather's contribution to it. At least, there was corroboration once I recognized the family name
misspelled as "Myuntsel." (I expect that
had something to do with translation to
Russian and back.)
Under the terms of the Versailles
5

Treaty of 1919, post-World War One
Germany was not allowed an indigenous aircraft industry. But German
aircraft engineers still needed to eat, so
many - my grandfather among them, it
seems - relocated to the Soviet Union.
(They were following the German design
firms they worked for, which were conveniently side-stepping the Treaty.) The
Soviets were willing hosts. They were
desperate to bring their economy up to
speed and hoped some German technical knowledge would rub off on Soviet
designs.
Case in point: my grandfather earned
a mention in the aviation history books
by designing floats for the Polikarpov
R-1. The R-1 was the first aircraft
built in quantity by the Soviet Union.
Russia had been gearing up to build
the DeHavilland DH-4 in 1917, when
the Bolshevik Revolution intervened.
Once the turmoil subsided, Polikarpov
found himself as head of sole remaining aircraft factory - only, in a typical
example of Communist planning, he
wasn't allowed to build anything. He
passed time by tweaking the DH-4's
design, making it stronger and modifying it to suit available materials and
production methods. When the Soviet
government decided in the early 1920s
January-February 2003

that it wanted an aircraft industry, Polikarpov's DH-4 derivative and his production facilities were ready to go. As the R-1,
his plane was built through 1931 in several variants.
The PM-1 ("P" for Polikarpov, "M" for Munzel) floatplane
appeared in 1927. I'd like to offer technical details of it, but
I don't know many. The floats were aluminum, corrugated

Under the terms of the Versailles
Treaty of 1919, post-World War One
Germany was not allowed an indigenous
aircraft industry. But German aircraft
engineers still needed to eat, so many
- my grandfather among them, it seems
- relocated to the Soviet Union.

Serves the Canadian Sport Flyer.

Publishing and Design Services
Magazines, Logos, Newsletters
George Gregory
gregdesign@telus.net
(604) 882-8016

for strength on top and smooth on the bottom, and attached
to the airframe with steel struts of airfoil cross-section. Test
flights showed the PM-1 to have reasonable performance for
a floatplane of its vintage. Unfortunately, there was a shortage of aluminum in the Soviet Union at the time, so only the
prototype PM-1 was built. A production run of R-1 floatplanes
used heavier wooden floats.
My grandfather's contribution to the PM-1 must have been
significant for his name to appear in the designation. Not
even the guy who designed snow skis for the R-1 got that sort
of recognition - and given Moscow's climate, that says a lot.
But the PM-1 appears to have been the zenith of his career.
In 1928 he returned to Germany with his family. Meanwhile,
Polikarpov went on to design the Po-2 (the most produced
aircraft in history, with 40,000 built) and several other legendary planes.

Mark Munzel Photo

I don't know if there's an aviation gene that I might have
inherited from my grandfather along with the engineering one.
While I'm enthusiastic about aviation, I feel no compulsion
to design or build a plane (or a set of floats). But I definitely
have his last name - which should, if nothing else, allow
me to socialize on even terms with people named Edo and
Wipline.

Turn and Bank
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AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Parts and Supplies
Brackett Air Filters
Gill Batteries
Red Ram 20w50 oil
Champion Oil Filters
Engine Gaskets
Spark Plugs
Scat/Cat Tube
Ameri-King ELT

Windshields
Instruments
Control Cable
Tires/Brakes
Shock Cords
Sitka Spruce
Baltic Birch Plywood
Spars/Ribs

4130 tube/sheet
2024T3/6061T6 Tube/Sheet Alu-minum
Building/Repair Tools
Poly Fiber Coverings
Dealer Inquiries for RANDOLPH
products

We carry a HUGE Selection of AN hardware
DEMEL AIRCRAFT CORP.
RR#2, SITE 30, COMP 27 PENTICTON AIRPORT
PENTICTON, BC V2A 6J7
(250) 490-9532 1-888-490-9532
FAX: (250) 490-9538

1
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Classified Ads are free (within reason) to
members. Display Ad rates are:
Business Card:$25 per year
1/4 page: .... $10/month ............$100/yr
1/2 page ..... $15/month ............$150/yr
1 page: ....... $25/month ...........$250/yr
Ads that have been in for more than 6
months are subject to removal if space
is required for other stuff. Please contact
George the editor if you want it kept in.
For Sale: SIROCCO PROJECT
Notice: The author of the following
advertisement having returned to his
right mind has come to realize that
saying $15,000 firm and etc. in the ad
was a decidedly unbright thing to say.
Therefore, being anxious to sell and
unable to work on it himself, he is now
willing to (Saints Preserve Us!) NEGOTIATE. Please read on - and call!
Fuselage, canopy, tail group complete.
Air frame control components done
except for cable. Main-wheel gear,
wheels and brakes done. Tail-spring and
wheel included. Panel made, no instruments. Lycoming 0-290 GPU Zerotimed. Will Neubert stainless cross-over
exhaust with stainless muffler/shrouds.
Bendix PSC5 carb. Bendix mags with
Turn and Bank

non-shielded leads. no starter, starter
ring or alternator. Weldtech engine
mount. McCauley prop.
Wings: ribs and minor spars done.
Spar diaphragms done. Two spar-grade
spruce planks. No other wing parts.
Jim Hunter
576-2678
FOR SALE:
1957 Tripacer Wings uncovered, all
reworked. New leading edge. New ash
tip. All Zinc Chromate ready to fabric.
Included: 2-18 gal. gas tank, 2 - gas
tank cover, landing light, aileron and
flap, front and rear struts. Asking $4000
Canadian.
Roger Gauthier (Kelowna)
(250)763-1529
(250) 212-0832 (cel)
Wanted: PA 18 or PA 20/22 Wings.
Some damage OK
946-5881
FOR SALE: One set of 1500 Murphy
floats ready to go.
Ole #45-3931 198 st. Langley BC
514-1280
FOR SALE: 6 Factory new Franklin 180
hp cylinders includes installed valves
$300 each, will not part out.
Tim Novak
271-8586
FOR SALE: Softcom 2 place Intercom
ATC-2Y, with accessories $110.
Stuart Gear
(604) 941-9402
E-mail:sgear@infoserve.net
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FOR SALE: 4130 Annealed Gauge Plate
now in stock, .025 to .375. We will sell
you the plate or laser cut the parts
Industrial Laser Cutting ltd.
(604) 946-4152, Fax: (604) 946-4153
E-mail: tmw@industriallaser.com
FOR SALE: 1- Miller 200 amp ac/dc H.F.
Tig/stick welding machine - 220V 1 ph.
$1200. 1- Miller 120 amp MIG (wire)
welding machine, 110 volt. Portable
sheet metal type, c/w gas kit (almost
new) - $800.
Pat O’Donnell 533-1839
FOR SALE: Zenith 250 plans and parts,
wing rib moulds $360. Christavia Mk IV
project, 4130 steel tube, wing ribs, flaps
ailerons, gear legs, wheels and brakes,
tail stab and rudder, $3600.
Paul Trudel
532-8570
FOR SALE: Headsets -2 David Clark
H10-30 $125/$100 Bendix starters for
Lycoming -2@$250 each.
Terry Elgood
604-279-2062
email: elgood@aebc.com
FOR SALE: Murphy type floats 1500’s.
$9600 CDN. New, comp[lete with rudders.
Harold Schapansky
(604) 826-5068
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Well, here I am. I guess I’ll
It’s not like we have a lot
stay on until I cement a deal from
of disposable cash now. These
a chapter member. I have had a
days taxation and user fees that
couple of expressions of interest
take money out of our pockets
by worthy members who I will
(as opposed to low wages)
hopefully get talking to more if
but the net effect is the same.
they are still willing. Thankyou
Maybe it’s time to get back to
all for your interest - it’s appreciated. It’s funny - after doing this for work on the Tailwind...
10 years it’s going to be hard to let go. So those of you who have
I had a delightful time at the end of the last meeting. I had
enquired: I suppose it really is time someone else got a turn, but manage to corner a couple of victims (Rob and Peter) and was able
you’ll have to be patient with me. Breakin’ up is hard to do...
to pick their brains for the better part of an hour. Thanks for humourWhy does flying have to be so expensive? It looks like I am ing me, guys. Peter put me onto a program called X-plane which I
about to join the ranks of the un-airplaned. Owning an airplane for have since purchased.
the last 5 years has been rewarding, frustrating, wonderful and heartThis appears to be a remarkable piece of software. Originally
breakingly expensive all at the same time; now, with 4 kids that are intended as an engineering tool, it allows (besides being a powerful
growing, and having other financial committments, the other shoe is FAA-approved flight simulator) budding designers to create and fly
about to drop.
their own aircraft within the program, with all kinds of useful indicaI can well understand why organizations like the RAA exist. And tors showing where the lift is going on the model, etc. If you design
in these days of sticker shock (been to Arlington or OSH lately to look a bad airplane, it will presumably fly bad, reacting as it does from
at the price of kits?) I am so gratified to see that the RAA is leaning your choice of airfoils, aero centre, C of G and the like. In some
towards AFFORDABLE, lightweight aircraft.
ways it’s better than building an RC model to test your theories on;
This is truly the roots of our hobby. Back in the 50’s, when folks models are necessarily smaller than the real thing, and air molecules
didn’t have a lot of disposable
can’t be scaled down: the Reyncash, homebuilding was seen
X-plane used to retail for $600 US, but I guess olds numbers typical of smaller
as a way for ordinary people
airfoils skew any meaninful
the programmer decided there would be more comparisons between the lift
to afford the luxury of personal
flight. I’m sorry, but I don’t get profit in dropping the price and marketing it as a characteristics of the model
too excited about the Lancairs,
and a full size prototype. Not
flight sim, albeit with its engineering
Glasairs, or even the RV’s. They
so with a computer generated
capabilities intact.
are just way too expensive. I’m
model: you build and fly a fullnot saying they don’t give good
size prototype in the program.
value for the money: a lot of engineering and prefabrication has gone Of course nothing will replace building the real thing, but you are a
into these superb aircraft, and more power to those who can afford lot further ahead before you lift up your tools to actually start buildthem (I don’t imagine the kit suppliers are particularly rich either). ing.
But I will never build one, unless we win the lottery. I have as much
From what I have seen so far, I am simply blown away. It has
chance of owning one of them as I do an F-16.
already figured in the design of the CarterCopter and a really nifty
No, it’s the Sonex’es, the Tailwinds, Sonerai’s. Fly-Babies. new blended-wing homebuilt called the Atlantica (for more, check
Advanced (and not so advanced) ultralights, parasailing and the like. out www.wingco.com).
Airplanes that really hearken back to our beginnings, some with foldX-plane used to retail for $600 US, but I guess the programmer
ing wings to save on tie-down fees, and cheaper, automotive derived decided there would be more profit in dropping the price and marpowerplants, like VW’s, Soobs and the like. That is something that keting it as a flight sim, albeit with its engineering capabilities intact.
gets me going. The price for an 0-300 overhaul is running about Or maybe he’s just a good guy (he even likes Macintosh computers.
$25,000 nowadays. Yikes! But what do you suppose I could rebuild Yay!!). At any rate, I’ve only had the demo to play with so far, and I
an EA-81 for, by myself and using automotive parts? Much better.
am watching my mailbox like a hawk.
Oh yeah. You can’t buy it in stores. You have to go to their website (www.x-plane.com). It costs $100 US if you want the Mars option
(yes, you can fly on Mars. But who would want to?), $80 US for the
The Chapter’s second aircraft carrier
full meal deal, but earth only. There’s free downloads for those who
trailer is for sale. It’s a gem! $480 or
want detailed scenery, etc. You can fly IFR approaches with this, and I
best reasonable offer.
understand you can log it as simulator time in your for-real logbook.
It’s at John Keon’s place
Works on PC or Macs. There’s a choice of aircraft from C-172’s to
16301 - 20 Ave., Surrey
747’s and the Space Shuttle; I’ll have more on this in subsequent
ph. 536-8589 or call
issues. But this looks like it is going to be WAY fun and perhaps
assuage some of the pain I sense I am in for when the Cessna goes on
Jim Hunter at 576-2678.
the block. More next month. In the meantime, anyone want to buy a
nice-flying 172?
Turn and Bank
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